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What would you do or create if you had all of the time, energy and focus you needed?You are

responsible for the amount of value the things in your life provide you and there is an

unexplainable feeling of freedom in letting go of things that weigh you down.If you want to add

meaningful experiences to your life like taking exotic vacations, learning a new language,

starting a new hobby or saving more money, you will need to eliminate the distractions in your

life that are keeping you from accomplishing your goals and your passions.These distractions

are often there for a reason and can take some serious effort to eliminate. When do you finally

decide to make those dreams your reality? Do you work less? Spend less time with your family

and friends? Do you eat less? Sleep less? Likely not.Minimalism is simply removing anything

that does not align with your goals and passions. The Minimalist Mentality will teach you how

you can actually accomplish more with the fundamental principle of minimalism, less.Minimalist

author Steve H. Willis leads you through every area of your life and provides realistic strategies

you can implement to remove anything from your life that distracts you from doing what matters

most.Inside The Minimalist Mentality, you'll learn how to:Recognize and remove the chaos in

your life and focus only on pursuing your goals and passionsGet more done every day by

shifting your focus to one job at a timeUse minimalist strategies at home, work, with your

finances, and relationships, to develop a lifestyle of freedomTruly enjoy spending time with

family and friends without feeling the need to obsessively document every step along the

wayUse time blocking techniques to massively increase your productivity and accomplish more

each dayStop wasting your days away exhausting yourself for somebody else’s dream. Join the

thousands of others who have reclaimed their freedom with The Minimalist Mentality and are

finally pursuing their passions and accomplishing their goals on their own terms.Purchase the

paperback of The Minimalist Mentality and receive a complimentary Kindle eBook version!
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kazoua vang, “Easy read. This book is an easy read on minimalism and has a lot of practical

information to apply to your life. I enjoyed thechapter on the productivity of minimalism and

habit forming the most.”

Courtney Mauro, “Inspiring!. Excellent book. Life changing”

Ah Fu,, “Simple and easy to understand. This books cover all the aspect of minimalist . Unlike

other books which focus much on decluttering of things and owning of things . This book gather

other stuffs on digital ,mental , food etc”

Melissa Medina, “It embraces the true meaning of being minimalist.. A very helpful guide for

every area of our lifes.”

Teresa Sharrard, “Beginner. Very informative and helpful. I am learning how to make my life

less stressful and more meaningful. Being able discern what is most valuable to me has been

an eye opener.”

The book by Steve H. Willis has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 13 people have provided feedback.
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